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Abstract
Stretch injury of the facet capsular ligament is a cause of neck pain, inducing axonal injury, neuronal hyperexcitability, 
and upregulation of pain neuromodulators. Although thresholds for pain and collagen reorganization have been defined 
and integrins can modulate pain signaling with joint trauma, little is known about the role of integrin signaling in neuronal 
dysfunction from tensile loading of the innervated capsular ligament. Using a well-characterized biomimetic collagen gel 
model of the capsular ligament’s microstructure and innervation, this study evaluated extrasynpatic expression of N-Methyl-
D-Aspartate receptor subtype 2B (NR2B) as a measure of neuronal dysfunction following tensile loading and determined 
mechanical thresholds for its upregulation in primary sensory neurons, with and without integrin inhibition. Collagen gels 
with dissociated dorsal root ganglion neurons (n = 16) were fabricated; a subset of gels (n = 8) was treated with the !1 integrin 
subunit inhibitor, TC-I15. Gels were stretched to failure in tension and then immunolabeled for axonal NR2B. Inhibiting the 
integrin subunit does not change the failure force (p = 0.12) or displacement (p = 0.44) but does reduce expression of the !1 
subunit by 41% (p < 0.001) and decrease axonal NR2B expression after stretch (p = 0.018). Logistic regressions estimating 
the maximum principal strain threshold for neuronal dysfunction as evaluated by Analysis of Covariance determine that 
integrin inhibition increases (p = 0.029) the 50th percentile strain threshold (7.1%) above the threshold for upregulation in 
untreated gels (6.2%). These results suggest that integrin contributes to stretch-induced neuronal dysfunction via neuron–
integrin–collagen interactions.
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1 Introduction

Neuronal injury and/or dysfunction can occur by mechani-
cal deformation, even at magnitudes below those producing 
axonal damage or failure (Hemphill et"al. 2015; Hill et"al. 
2016). Macroscopic loading of neuron-dense tissue can 
directly deform neurons and produce morphological changes 
to their axonal cytoskeleton, impairing protein transport and 
action potential transmission (Laplaca and Thibault 1998; 
Tang-Schomer et"al. 2010, 2012; Tekieh et"al. 2016). Indeed, 

for joint capsular ligaments in which neurons are embedded 
in a surrounding collagen network, forces are transmitted 
through the surrounding matrix and mechanotransduction 
is primarily mediated by the integrins (Chen et"al. 1999; 
Ho#man et"al. 2011; Kong et"al. 2013; Jano$tiak et"al. 2014; 
Sun et"al. 2016). Integrins are transmembrane receptors that 
facilitate adhesion between cells and the extracellular matrix 
(Müller 2004), with a host of integrin subunits expressed 
on the membrane surface, depending on cell type and the 
surrounding matrix composition (Hynes 2002; Sun et"al. 
2016, 2019). Integrin signaling is one of the main mecha-
notransduction pathways through which cells sense changes 
to their extracellular environment (Ho#man et"al. 2011; 
Stukel and Willits 2016). Matrix deformations can activate 
integrins, leading to, among other things, the intracellular 
release and expression of cytokines and activation of other 
signaling transduction pathways via MAP kinases, includ-
ing the upregulation and transport of transmembrane ion 
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channels (Dina et"al. 2005; Wiesner et"al. 2005; Lal et"al. 
2007; Hemphill et"al. 2011; Wu and Reddy 2012; Hamidi 
and Ivaska 2018). Although these events are known to ini-
tiate further downstream cascades that activate transcrip-
tion factors associated with cellular injury and regeneration 
(Hunt et"al. 2012; Chang et"al. 2019), less is known about 
how integrin incites neuronal dysfunction.

The spinal facet capsular ligament is composed of col-
lagen and elastin fibers and innervated by primary a#erent 
nerve fibers that have their cell bodies in the dorsal root gan-
glia (DRG) (Cavanaugh et"al. 1996; Yamashita et"al. 1996; 
Kallakuri et"al. 2012). Excessive facet capsular stretch has 
been identified as a cause of neck pain from whiplash injury 
and cervical trauma (Lee et"al. 2004a, b, 2006a; Cavanaugh 
2006; Yoganandan et"al. 2008; Quinn et"al. 2010b; Dong 
et"al. 2012). During stretch, collagen fibers deform and rea-
lign, transmitting forces to the neurons interspersed in the 
matrix (Quinn et"al. 2010a; Zarei et"al. 2017a, b). In"vivo and 
ex"vivo approaches have elucidated the biomechanical and 
neurophysiological mechanisms of pain and injury and have 
defined thresholds for mechanical events in the tissue, pain 
onset, tissue damage and failure, and mechanisms of central 
sensitization that maintains pain (Lee et"al. 2004a, b, 2006a; 
Quinn et"al. 2007, 2010b; Dong et"al. 2012; Kras et"al. 2013; 
Crosby et"al. 2014). Ex"vivo studies of subfailure loading 
of the facet capsule of the rat and the human cadaver that 
generate mechanical tissue-level strains that induce fiber-
scale collagen realignment and anomalous ligament network 
reorganization are also associated with pain and neuronal 
hyperexcitability in"vivo (Quinn and Winkelstein 2010, 
2011a, b; Quinn et"al. 2010a; Dong et"al. 2012). Despite 
identifying such biomechanical thresholds for altered col-
lagen fiber behavior in the context of stretch-induced pain, 
less is known about those mechanical thresholds for induc-
ing neuronal dysfunction and/or functional injury.

Integrins are expressed in primary sensory neurons as a 
heterodimer composed of the %2 and !1 subunits (Khalsa 
et"al. 2000; Dina et"al. 2004; Malik-Hall et"al. 2005; Al-
Jamal and Harrison 2008). Besides facilitating adhesion 
of the neuronal cytoskeleton to the surrounding collagen 
matrix, the !1 subunit modulates neuronal excitability, and 
is activated by noxious stretch (Emsley et"al. 2000; Hynes 
2002; Sun et"al. 2019). One of the mechanisms responsible 
for neuronal hyperexcitability is the upregulation of extra-
synaptic N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor, a trans-
membrane glutamate receptor and  Ca2+ channel protein 
(Petralia et"al. 2009; Gladding and Raymond 2011). NMDA 
receptors predominantly express the N-Methyl-D-aspartate 
receptor subunit 2A (NR2A), subunit 2B (NR2B), or both, 
subunits depending on where on the neuron the receptors are 
expressed (Li et"al. 1998; Grossman et"al. 2000; Groc et"al. 
2006; Petralia et"al. 2009). NMDA receptors located at the 
synaptic cleft express both the NR2A and NR2B subunits, 

whereas extrasynaptic or axonal NMDA receptors primarily 
express NR2B (Li et"al. 1998; Petralia et"al. 2009; Unezaki 
et"al. 2012). Transport of NR2B containing NMDA recep-
tors to extrasynaptic regions of the neuron has been shown 
to be mediated by the activation of the !1 integrin subunit 
in hippocampal neurons (Groc et"al. 2006, 2007; Ladépêche 
et"al. 2014) and in the periphery (Wigerblad et"al. 2017). But 
whether and how this change in receptor population and/or 
localization is mediated by the kinematics of the surround-
ing matrix in ligament tissue is not known.

Although mechanical thresholds have been defined for 
pathophysiological outcomes in the facet capsular ligament 
in"vivo (Lee et"al. 2006a; Quinn and Winkelstein 2007; 
Quinn et"al. 2010a; Crosby et"al. 2013), they do not allow 
for more focused questions related to the mechanotransduc-
tion mechanisms that regulate these changes. For instance, 
we have previously developed an in"vitro model mimicking 
the matrix environment of the capsular ligament, with dis-
sociated DRG neurons seeded on fabricated collagen gels 
(Zhang et"al. 2016). Exposing that model to stretch similar to 
that sustained with injury, neuronal activation via upregula-
tion of phosphorylated ERK (pERK) was found to occur at 
11.7% strain, along with anomalous collagen realignment, 
suggesting that neuronal transcriptional activity and acti-
vation may be modulated, in part, by fiber-level kinematic 
changes of the collagen matrix (Zhang et"al. 2016). Indeed, 
that neuron-collagen construct (NCC) has been used to iden-
tify the e#ects of collagen organization on pERK upregu-
lation and modulation of nociceptive markers for loading 
of di#erent magnitudes (Zhang et"al. 2018). Specifically, 
integrin signaling has been studied in both NCCs and after 
painful facet joint injury in the rat, both of which lead to the 
upregulation of the pain neuromodulator substance P (Zhang 
et"al. 2017b, 2018). In fact, inhibiting the %2!1 integrin subu-
nits prevents the loading-induced increases in substance P 
that are typical with painful loading (Zhang et"al. 2017b). 
However, it is not known the role of integrin in the neuronal 
dysfunction pathways of innervated ligamentous tissue, or 
to what degree that dysfunction relates to macroscopic or 
fiber-level kinematics.

The main goal of this study was to evaluate the role of 
the %2!1 integrin in neuronal dysfunction due to ligament 
stretch. This study leveraged the NCC model to determine 
what changes, if any, to the mechanical thresholds for neu-
ronal dysfunction occur by inhibiting integrin binding, using 
the TC-I15 inhibitor for the !1 integrin subunit (Zhang et"al. 
2017b; Drobnik et"al. 2019). Treated and untreated NCCs 
were loaded to failure, their macromechanics and local fiber 
kinematics measured, and evaluated for the expression and 
localization of extrasynaptic NMDA receptors. Overall, this 
approach begins to examine the downstream e#ects of mac-
roscopic stretch on neuronal dysfunction, the role of inte-
grin signaling in that neuronal dysfunction, and quantifies 
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macroscopic strain thresholds for upregulating expression of 
extrasynaptic NMDA receptors, which are useful indicators 
of neuronal dysregulation (Mesfin et"al. 2012).

2  Methods

2.1  Neuron-collagen construct fabrication

Neuron-collagen constructs were prepared as previously 
described using rat tail Type I collagen (2"mg/mL; Corn-
ing, Inc.; Corning, NY) solution cast in 12-well plates, and 
incubated overnight at 37"°C (Fig."1) (Zhang et"al. 2016, 
2018). The next day, DRG neurons were sterilely isolated 
from embryonic day 18 Sprague–Dawley rats (provided by 
the CNS Cell Culture Service Center of the Mahoney Insti-
tute of Neuroscience at Penn). DRGs were dissociated using 
a gentle dissociation protocol, and neurons were plated at a 
concentration of 3 &  105 cells/mL on the fabricated collagen 
gels, and incubated at 37"°C. Those neuron-seeded gels were 
cultured in neurobasal medium supplemented by 1% Glu-
taMAX, 2% B-27, 1% Fetal Bovine Serum, and 10"ng/mL 
2.5S subunit nerve growth factor (all from Thermo Fisher 
Scientific; Waltham MA), along with 2"mg/mL glucose, 
10"mM FdU, and 10"mM uridine (all from Sigma-Aldrich; 
St. Louis MO). After 2"days, culture media was replaced 
and the neurons were encapsulated in a second layer of col-
lagen (~ 150µL) and incubated under the same conditions. A 

subset (n = 8) of NCCs was treated with an integrin !1 subu-
nit inhibitor (100"µM; Tocris Bioscience, Minneapolis MN) 
in culture media 36"h before mechanical testing (Fig."1), 
according to the dosing and timing that has previously been 
shown to prevent the increase in substance P that occurs 
with tensile loading in this same NCC system (Zhang et"al. 
2017b). At that same time point, untreated NCCs (n = 12) 
received only the culture media.

2.2  Mechanical testing and!biomechanical analyses

At day 7 in"vitro, separate groups of untreated (n = 8) and 
inhibitor-treated (n = 4) NCCs underwent biaxial stretch to 
failure using a planar testing machine (574LE2; TestRe-
sources; Shakopee, MN) (Fig."1). NCCs were stamped into 
a cruciform shape (21"mm & 8"mm) and a marker grid was 
drawn on the gel surface using India ink to define regional 
elements to enable both local strain calculations and corre-
sponding protein localization and expression measurements 
(Fig."1). With the gel submerged in a phosphate-bu#ered 
saline solution (PBS) bath at 37"°C, each arm was secured 
to microclamps of the test machine equipped with load cells 
(500"g; ± 2mN sensitivity) (Fig."1). Each arm was displaced 
by 12"mm to ensure the gel was stretched to an adequate 
degree to ensure its failure; the displacement rate of 3.8"mm/s 
simulated the strain rate across the facet capsule that produces 
tissue injury and persistent pain in"vivo. (Panjabi et"al. 1998; 
Stemper et"al. 2005; Lee and Winkelstein 2009; Dong et"al. 

Fig. 1  Schematic overview outlining the overall study design and 
methods. Rat tail collagen solution self-assembled into gels before 
dissociated DRG neurons were plated on Day 1 to create neuron-
collagen construct (NCC) gels. NCCs were cultured; 36" h before 
mechanical loading, a subset was exposed to !1-intgerin inhibitor in 
the culture media. On day-in-vitro (DIV) 7, both untreated and treated 
NCCs were labeled with markers to distinguish elements and loaded 

to failure. After exposure, NCCs were cultured for 24"h, and on Day 
8 were fixed for immunohistochemical labeling of NR2B. Using den-
sitometry analysis for each element, axonal NR2B expression was 
binarized as being either above or at control levels; those data were 
used in logistic regressions against maximum principal strain (MPS) 
to determine thresholds
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2011, 2012; Crosby et"al. 2014, 2015; Kartha et"al. 2018; 
Singh et"al. 2019). A high-speed camera system (Phantom-
v9.1; Vision Research, Wayne NJ) acquired images (500fps) 
of each gel during loading to track marker positions and was 
also integrated with a polarized light system (Quinn and 
Winkelstein 2009; Quinn et"al. 2010a) to obtain pixelwise 
collagen fiber alignment during loading. Force and displace-
ment data (200"Hz) were synchronized with image acquisi-
tion and filtered with a 10-point moving average filter (Zhang 
et"al. 2018). Subsets of untreated (n = 4) and treated (n = 4) 
gels that were placed in the warm bath but did not undergo 
any loading were included to serve as unloaded controls for 
the neuronal assays. After loading or the bath exposure, gels 
were transferred to a 12-well plate containing pre-warmed 
fresh culture medium supplemented"with 1% Pen-Strep and 
incubated for 24"h before being fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde 
for immunohistochemical processing.

Force–displacement data for each arm were plotted for 
each NCC up to the gel failure, and the mechanical events 
of yield, first failure, and ultimate rupture were designated 
(Fig."2). Yield was defined to occur at the first instance 
when the tangential sti#ness decreased by 80% of the maxi-
mum tangential sti#ness for any arm (Quinn et"al. 2010a). 
First failure was the first detection of a peak force regard-
less of which arm it was established in; ultimate rupture 
occurred at the largest peak force of any of the arms during 
each test (Singh and Winkelstein 2018). Each failure event 
(first, ultimate rupture) was also confirmed visually from 
the high-speed images. Marker locations were digitized 
from the unloaded reference configuration and for each of 
the mechanical events; their positions for each event rela-
tive to the unloaded reference were tracked with ProAnalyst 

(Xcitex, Woburn MA) and elements were defined using the 
4-point geometries defined by the markers (Fig."1). Maxi-
mum principal strain (MPS) was calculated using the LS-
DYNA finite element modeling software (LSTC, Livermore 
CA) for each element at ultimate rupture, and the elemental 
MPS was averaged for each gel.

In order to evaluate collagen fiber realignment during 
loading, a custom MATLAB script converted the digitized 
high-speed images and"generated pixelwise fiber alignment 
maps of local collagen organization as previously described 
(Quinn and Winkelstein 2009, 2011a, b) (Fig."2). Anoma-
lous fiber realignment was identified using a vector corre-
lation approach (Quinn and Winkelstein 2009, 2010). For 
each mechanical event (yield, first failure, ultimate rupture), 
100 images before and 100 images after that event were 
extracted; the pixelwise vector correlation was calculated at 
intervals of every 20 frames based on the mean fiber direc-
tion and magnitude. The change in vector correlation coef-
ficient was calculated for each pixel, and a region of con-
nected 3 pixels & 3 pixels where the coe'cient in each pixel 
decreased by 0.35 was defined as a region of anomalous fiber 
realignment (Quinn et"al. 2010a).

In addition to evaluating fiber realignment across each 
gel, for each element defined by the fiducial markers, the 
mechanical event(s) at which anomalous realignment 
occurred was determined. Each element was classified as 
having no anomalous realignment detected, anomalous rea-
lignment at ultimate rupture, anomalous realignment before 
ultimate rupture, or anomalous realignment occurred regard-
less of mechanical event. If a single element exhibited anom-
alous fiber realignment occurring in multiple mechanical 
events, each incidence was recorded for the element.

Fig. 2  For each NCC tested, force–displacement relationships were 
used to determine several relevant mechanical events including, the 
first instance of yield and failure, as well as the occurrence of ulti-
mate rupture. At each event, optical imaging data from the 100 
frames before and after were processed to determine changes in the 
local fiber alignment via the vector correlation coe'cient (maps 

shown on top row) and to identify regions of anomalous fiber align-
ment (bottom row). Regions of anomalous realignment (circled in 
yellow) correspond to 3 & 3 pixels areas where the vector correla-
tion coe'cient decreases by more than 0.35 (Quinn and Winkelstein 
2010; Quinn et"al. 2010a)
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2.3  Immunohistochemical assays and!analyses

Twenty-four hours after loading, gels were immunolabeled 
for !III-tubulin to visualize neuronal morphology and the 
NR2B subunit of the NMDA receptor, as a marker for neu-
ron dysfunction (Mesfin et"al. 2012). NCCs were blocked 
in 10% goat serum with 0.3% Triton-X PBS for 2"h at room 
temperature and then incubated overnight at 4"°C with 
chicken anti-!III-tubulin (1:200; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis 
MO), and mouse anti-NR2B (1:500; Thermo Scientific. In 
addition, portions of each gel were immunolabeled for !III-
tubulin and the !1 integrin subunit to quantify the e#ects of 
the inhibitor. The next day, the fluorescent secondary anti-
bodies goat-anti-chicken Alexa Fluor 488 (1:1000; Invitro-
gen, Carlsbad CA) and goat-anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 647 
(1:1000; Invitrogen, Carlsbad CA) were applied to the gels 
for 2"h. After incubation, the cruciform arms were incu-
bated with chicken anti-!III-tubulin (1:200 Sigma-Aldrich, 
St. Louis MO) and rabbit anti-!1 integrin (1:200 Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology, Dallas TX). The secondary antibodies goat-
anti-chicken Alexa Fluor 647 (1:1000; Invitrogen, Carlsbad 
CA), and goat-anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (1:1000; Invitro-
gen, Carlsbad CA) were applied for 2"h.

A Zeiss 710 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss Micros-
copy, White Plains NY) was used to image regions of inter-
est (2100 & 1800  pixels2) corresponding to each element for 
each gel through a depth of 100"µm at every 5"µm using a 
40& water immersion objective. The maximum projection 
was taken and using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health; 
Bethesda MD), the background was subtracted. Densitom-
etry was performed using a custom MATLAB script to 
measure the percentages of positive pixels of colocalized 
!III-tubulin with each of NR2B and !1 integrin (Rothman 
et"al. 2010; Kartha et"al. 2016). Those values for loaded gels 
were normalized to expression in unloaded, untreated con-
trol gels. Additionally, the percentage of pixels positive for 
axonal NR2B was determined by a separate custom MAT-
LAB script that used the immunolabeled images of the gel 
by removing a 50 & 50  pixel2 region centered around each 
soma and performing densitometry on the remaining axonal 
regions. The percentage of positive pixels for axonal NR2B 
was also normalized to unloaded, untreated gels.

2.4  Statistical analyses

Each of the force, displacement, and average elemental MPS 
for each gel at ultimate rupture was determined and sepa-
rately compared between untreated and treated NCCs using 
student’s t-tests for each biomechanical outcome. In addi-
tion, the amount of !1 integrin expression in each of the con-
trol and loaded gels was separately compared between treat-
ment groups using student’s t-tests. Force and displacement 

at ultimate rupture were compared using Student’s t-tests 
with a 5% significance level (JMPv14, SAS, Cary NC).

Strain thresholds for upregulating axonal NR2B were 
also estimated by performing logistic regressions between 
the axonal NR2B and elemental MPS at ultimate rupture to 
define the relationship between macroscopic strain and the 
degree of neuronal dysfunction. (Fig."1). Each NCC ele-
ment was binarized based on its axonal NR2B expression 
level. The mean amount of axonal NR2B present in all of the 
elements of the unloaded gels from both treatment groups 
(n = 185) was used as the level of axonal NR2B expression 
evident in control unloaded conditions (value 0). For each 
element in the loaded NCCs, the extent of axonal NR2B 
was quantified and taken as present (value 1) and if that 
value exceeded the threshold for expression in the controls 
(Zhang et"al. 2016). The binarized axonal data and elemen-
tal MPS values were fit (JMPv14, SAS, Cary NC) using 
separate logistic regressions for untreated and treated NCCs. 
Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) compared relationships 
between MPS and binarized axonal NR2B for each group; 
the 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles were determined for 
each regression as an estimate of the strain threshold. In 
addition, elements were classified by the mechanical event 
when fiber realignment occurred and logistic regressions 
of binarized axonal NR2B expression and elemental MPS 
for both treatment groups were performed to distinguish 
between elements where anomalous realignment occurred 
and its e#ect on NR2B upregulation. These relationships 
were also compared using ANCOVA.

3  Results

3.1  Inhibiting "1 integrin reduces its expression

!1 integrin expression is generally evident both along the 
axon and within the soma of neurons (Fig."3) in both the 
unloaded and loaded gels, regardless of treatment. Treating 
gels with the !1 integrin inhibitor TC-I15 decreases that 
expression regardless of whether they are exposed to load-
ing or not (Fig."3). In fact, integrin expression is decreased 
(p < 0.001) by 42% for unloaded controls and is decreased 
by 39.4% in gels loaded to failure (Fig."3). While loading 
appears to increase integrin expression for both treated 
and untreated gels (Fig."3), that increase is not significant 
(p > 0.28).

3.2  NCC macroscale and!collagen fiber mechanics

Treatment with TC-I15 does not alter the mechanical 
response for NCCs loaded until their rupture (Fig."4). At 
ultimate rupture, force is not di#erent (p = 0.12) between 
untreated (24.9 ± 9.5 mN) and treated (29.9 ± 10.5 mN) 
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NCCs. Inhibiting the !1 integrin subunit does not alter the 
displacement at ultimate rupture (4.1 ± 1.8"mm) compared 
to untreated NCCs (4.5 ± 1.1"mm) (p = 0.44), nor does treat-
ment a#ect the average elemental MPS (0.31 ± 0.19) at ulti-
mate rupture compared to untreated NCCs (0.25 ± 0.14) 
(p = 0.78) (Fig."4). In both groups, NCCs generally exhibit 
visible tears in the center region of the cruciform where the 

fiducial markers were placed (Fig."4). In only two untreated 
NCCs and one treated NCC, visible failure occurred along 
the cruciform arm.

Anomalous collagen realignment is detected during load-
ing in both the untreated and treated NCCs. In untreated 
NCC gels loaded to failure, 42 elements (34.7% of the 
121 total untreated elements) do not have any realignment 

Fig. 3  Immunohistochemical 
co-labeling and quantifica-
tion of !1-integrin (blue) and 
!III-tubulin (green) in elements 
from both unloaded controls 
and NCCs loaded to failure. 
Treatment with the !1-integrin 
inhibitor TC-I15 reduces 
expression relative to untreated 
gels in both unloaded controls 
and gels loaded to failure 
(*p < 0.001). Although loading 
appears to increase integrin 
expression in both groups, it is 
not significant (p > 0.28)

Fig. 4  Representative images of untreated and treated NCCs before 
loading (unloaded) and at ultimate rupture and summary mechanics 
at ultimate rupture. Both untreated and treated gels exhibit visible 
tears in the middle of the cruciform (labeled in yellow), corroborat-
ing detection of failure from the force–displacement profiles. At ulti-

mate rupture, there is no di#erence in force (p = 0.12), displacement 
(p = 0.44), or average elemental maximum principal strain (MPS) 
(p = 0.78) regardless of whether the gels were treated with TC-I15 or 
not
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events; yet, in 79 elements (65.3% of the 121 total untreated 
elements) from that group there is an anomalous fiber rea-
lignment event detected during any of the mechanical events. 
Of those elements (79 elements) experiencing anomalous 
fiber realignment during an event, 64.6% (51 elements) of 
them experience that anomalous realignment at ultimate rup-
ture. In treated NCCs, 13 elements (20.3% of 64 total) do not 
experience an anomalous realignment event, and 51 (79.7%) 
experience at least one anomalous event during loading. Of 
those elements, 33 (51.6% of total treated elements) ele-
ments experience an event during ultimate rupture.

3.3  Neuronal NR2B expression and!strain 
thresholds for!its axonal expression

Axonal NR2B expression significantly increases with load-
ing in both treatment groups (p < 0.001), with a 19.1 ± 4.5 
fold-increase compared to unloaded untreated NCCs and 
a 13.4 ± 2.5 fold-increase compared to untreated unloaded 
NCCs in treated samples (Fig."5). Across treatment groups, 
the fold-increase for loaded samples is 32.6% lower for 
treated samples than untreated samples (p = 0.018).

Using logistic regression, a 50th percentile strain 
threshold for upregulation of axonal NR2B is identi-
fied at 0.062 (Fig."6). Inhibiting the !1 integrin subunit 
increases that strain threshold for axonal NR2B upregula-
tion to an MPS of 0.071, with a significant increase over 
the untreated threshold (p = 0.029) (Fig."6). Separating ele-
ments by the mechanical event when realignment occurs, 
strain percentile thresholds at all percentiles increase 
significantly (p < 0.041) with treatment except for those 
elements that do not experience realignment (Table"1). 
Although treatment decreases the strain thresholds for 
axonal NR2B upregulation in those elements, it is not 
changed from untreated levels (p > 0.087) (Table"1). Fur-
ther, overall when considering those elements that expe-
rience a realignment event at any point during loading 

the threshold for axonal for NR2B upregulation increases 
with TC-I15 treatment but not significantly (p > 0.148) 
(Table"1).

4  Discussion

Macroscopic loading of the innervated capsular ligament 
transfers loads directly to the neurons embedded in the 
ligamentous matrix, as well as indirectly by integrin signal-
ing mechanisms via collagen fiber deformations and reor-
ganization that alter the matrix surrounding those neurons. 
Supraphysiological ligament loading can injure the primary 
a#erents both via axonal and somata deformations (Zhang 
et"al. 2018), as well as from secondary injury cascades that 
are mediated in part by calcium signaling (Schomberg et"al. 
2012). Since nonphysiological stretch induces both mor-
phological (Tang-Schomer et"al. 2010) and transcriptional 
(Hemphill et"al. 2011) changes in a#erents, macroscopic 
mechanical and fiber-level kinematic inputs were hypoth-
esized to contribute to a#erent dysfunction and injury via 
integrin signaling. Indeed, this study found that mechani-
cal strain thresholds for the expression of axonal NR2B 
increases following inhibition of !1 integrin (Figs."5, 6, 
Table"1). Because the DRG a#erents that populate ligaments 
are unipolar neurons that do not generate dendrites char-
acteristic of hippocampal or other CNS neurons (Basbaum 
et"al. 2010), NR2B is a useful marker by proxy to assess 
neuronal dysfunction via the expression of extrasynaptic 
NMDA receptors.

Loading NCCs to failure increases NR2B expression in 
axons in both untreated and treated NCCs (Fig."5). Axonal 
stretch injury is characterized by increases in intracellular 
calcium and upregulation of calpain (Bahr 2000; Laplaca 
and Prado 2010; Mesfin et"al. 2012). Calcium ions are sec-
ondary messengers in a number of transcriptional and cellu-
lar signaling pathways that dictate nerve growth cones, axon 

Fig. 5  Representative images of immunohistochemically co-labeled (yellow) NCCs for !III-tubulin (green) and the NR2B subunit (red) for both 
untreated and treated groups that are unloaded and loaded to failure. Loading to failure increases the extent of axonal NR2B regardless of treat-
ment, which is evident both in the images and through quantification of the colocalized !III-tubulin and NR2B (*p < 0.001). In addition, the 
expression due to loading in the treated group is significantly lower than the expression in the matched loaded but untreated NCCs (#p < 0.001)
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regeneration, and cell apoptosis (Chierzi et"al. 2005; Hen-
derson et"al. 2005; Ahlgren et"al. 2014; Carvajal et"al. 2016) 
and are transported intracellularly by the NMDA receptor 
among other ion channels (Monnerie et"al. 2010; Su et"al. 
2015). Under physiological conditions, NMDA receptors are 
primarily expressed in the somata where they maintain intra-
cellular calcium concentrations (Ma and Hargreaves 2000; 
Groc et"al. 2007; Ferrari et"al. 2014). Ordinarily, the NR2A 
subunit is primarily found at the synapse (Li et"al. 1998) and 
the NR2B subunit is localized to the axon (Groc et"al. 2006, 
2007; Petralia et"al. 2009; Ladépêche et"al. 2014). In fact, 
this localization is also evident in the unloaded NCCs, where 
NR2B primarily localizes to the neuron somata (Fig."5). 
After macroscale gel stretch comparable to a painful injury 

(Lee et"al. 2004a; Quinn and Winkelstein 2007; Lee and 
Winkelstein 2009; Dong et"al. 2012), the sequestered NMDA 
receptors are transported to the synaptic or extrasynaptic 
regions (Fig."5). Indeed, more NR2B is found in the extra-
synaptic regions in loaded gels, with (13.4-fold increase) 
or without (19.1-fold increase) inhibitor treatment, than in 
unloaded, untreated gels (Fig."5). The fact that more NR2B 
is observed in DRG axons in untreated gels loaded to failure 
suggests that stretch-activated !1 integrin can modulate the 
release of extrasynaptic NMDA. This assertion is supported 
by the similar levels of expression of extrasynaptic NR2B 
measured between treatment groups in the unloaded state 
(Fig."5). Although the pathway dictating how activation of 
!1 integrin directs NMDA-NR2B transport is unclear, the 
receptor of the !1 family of integrins, reelin, has been specu-
lated to participate in surface transport of NMDA recep-
tors (Groc et"al. 2007). Because reelin is also transiently 
expressed extracellularly by Schwann cells following periph-
eral nerve injury (Panteri et"al. 2006; Pasten et"al. 2015) 
and !1 integrin is ubiquitously expressed in both treatment 
groups in the current study (Fig."3), reelin may regulate the 
increase in extrasynaptic NMDA receptors observed with 
NCC stretch.

Pretreating NCCs with the TC-I15 small molecule inhibi-
tor for 36"h is e#ective in reducing !1 integrin expression 
in NCCs by 42% in the unloaded gels and 39.2% in the 
loaded gels (Fig."3). It is not surprising that the treatment 
induces similar (p < 0.001) decreases in !1 integrin expres-
sion across groups since the inhibitor competitively binds 
to the I-domain of the integrin subunits (Miller et"al. 2009) 
regardless of loading. The TC-I15 inhibitor selectively binds 
to both the %2 and !1 subunits of integrin, both of which 
are receptors for type I collagen (Sabari et"al. 2011; Zhang 
et"al. 2017b) which is the primary component of our NCCs 
(Zhang et"al. 2016, 2018). Further, type I collagen makes 

Fig. 6  Logistic regressions for binarized elemental axonal NR2B and 
elemental MPS are used to estimate strain thresholds for upregulation 
of axonal NR2B. The threshold is defined as the strain corresponding 
to 50th percentile (dotted line) of expression estimated by each logis-

tic regression. Treatment with the !1-integrin inhibitor increases the 
threshold strain for upregulation from 0.062 to 0.071 (p = 0.029). The 
right-side plot shows data with elemental strains below 0.20 in order 
to make the shift in the threshold more easily visualized

Table 1  Elements are classified by anomalous realignment events that 
occur during loading, with strain thresholds for each event estimated 
for the 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles of binarized elemental axonal 
NR2B expression

Elements with no realignment detected at any mechanical event or 
all elements regardless of whether they experienced an event or not, 
do not exhibit significant di#erences in thresholds with treatment. 
However, elements where a realignment event occurs only at rup-
ture, or with realignment at any mechanical event other than rupture, 
demonstrate a significant increase in strain threshold with treatment 
(*p < 0.01; †p < 0.001)

Percentile No event Rupture* Event 
besides 
rupture†

Any event

Untreated 50th 0.164 0.038 0.112 0.038
75th 0.257 0.053 0.169 0.053
90th 0.350 0.068 0.225 0.069

Treated 50th 0.107 0.049↑ 0.169↑ 0.040
75th 0.163 0.069↑ 0.267↑ 0.057
90th 0.218 0.088↑ 0.363↑ 0.074
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up a the majority of the ligament matrix, along with elas-
tin, in both rat (Cavanaugh et"al. 1989; Lee et"al. 2006a, b) 
and human facet capsular ligaments (Yamashita et"al. 1996; 
Little and Khalsa 2005). Because !1 integrin is shown to 
increase in dorsal root ganglia after painful facet capsule 
stretch (Zhang et"al. 2017b) and in this NCC system after 
stretch (Zhang et"al. 2017b) (Fig."3), the reduced expression 
in !1 integrin with stretch following inhibition is not surpris-
ing (Fig."3). Notably, while the inhibitor decreases expres-
sion of integrin, it does so nonselectively with no di#erences 
in localization observed between untreated and treated NCCs 
(Fig."3). Interestingly, TC-I15 treatment reduces the level of 
extrasynaptic NR2B following loading (Fig."5) suggesting 
that !1 integrin mediates the neuronal signals that transport 
NMDA receptors to the axons.

Because the strain thresholds for increased extrasynaptic 
NR2B (6.2% without inhibition and 7.1% with inhibition) 
overall are lower than the thresholds identified previously 
for pERK upregulation (11%) or pain (22%) (Dong et"al. 
2012; Zhang et"al. 2016), transport of extrasynaptic NMDA 
receptors may be an initial step that may be required for 
the transcriptional changes associated with pain regulation 
from joint loading. In fact, the strains estimated here for 
inducing neuronal dysfunction through NR2B-expressing 
NMDA receptors are comparable to those strains sustained 
during physiologic but nonpainful (8%) loading of the liga-
ment in"vivo (Lee and Winkelstein 2009; Dong et"al. 2012). 
However, examining responses more locally in the NCCs, 
it is evident that the increase in NR2B expression within 
individual elements of the NCCs corresponds to those ele-
ments that experience anomalous realignment (Table"1) 
(Quinn et"al. 2010a; Zhang et"al. 2016). Specifically, for 
those elements experiencing local anomalous collagen rea-
lignment at or before rupture the threshold for dysfunction 
(i.e., axonal NR2B exceeding 90% quantile in unloaded 
gels) is increased with integrin treatment (Fig."5, Table"1). 
Conversely, the strain threshold for neuronal dysfunction 
in elements that do not sustain any realignment events 
at all is not di#erent from the treatment group (Table"1); 
this finding supports the notion that collagen reorganiza-
tion activates the !1 integrin subunit receptor that changes 
patterns of NR2B localization in a#erent neurons (Conant 
et"al. 2004). In fact, strains ranging from 30 to 75%, at strain 
rates similar to the ones experienced by the NCCs, have 
been reported to cause morphological changes and induce 
axonal stretch injury and degeneration in isolated axonal 
tracts in in"vitro preparations (Tang-Schomer et"al. 2010). 
The observed di#erence in estimated strain thresholds for 
elements undergoing collagen realignment during loading 
and those that do not (Fig."6, Table"1) suggests that although 
macroscopic deformations of neurons and their surround-
ing matrix contribute to the upregulation of extrasynaptic 
NMDA, changes in extrasynaptic NMDA are more sensitive 

to the neuron–integrin–collagen interaction than to direct 
deformation of a#erents.

Since neurons are far less sti# than the surrounding col-
lagen and do not have contractile apparati like fibroblasts 
(Yang et"al. 2015), the embedded neurons do not exert trac-
tion forces on the collagen fibers during macroscopic load-
ing but are likely to be passive sensors in the ligamentous 
structure. As such, the lack of di#erences in the macro-
scopic metrics of failure force, displacement, and average 
MPS (Fig."4) between both treatment groups is somewhat 
expected. Since neurons experience reaction forces through 
integrin signaling (Khalsa et"al. 2000; Sun et"al. 2019), it is 
likely that competitively inhibiting integrin receptors from 
binding to collagen fibers reduces the neuron’s capability to 
sense collagen reorganization if it is su'ciently large dur-
ing loading. Because the !1 integrin subunit binds through 
talin to the neuronal actin cytoskeleton and transmits force 
to the cytoskeleton due to deformations of the extracellular 
matrix (Michaluk et"al. 2011; Sun et"al. 2019), attenuat-
ing integrin-mediated interactions between a#erents and 
collagen could increase the amount of tissue-level stretch 
required for neuronal dysfunction. Since there may be fewer 
of these intact tethers to the surrounding matrix to trans-
mit force to the neuron (Sun et"al. 2019), greater matrix 
deformation would be required to transmit the same amount 
of force, explaining the increase in strain thresholds that is 
observed in the treated NCCs (Table"1). Indeed, computa-
tional approaches modeling embedded nerve fibers in a col-
lagen network which simulates this in"vitro system find that 
increasing the network fiber volume concentration, which 
would increase the number of adhesions between the extra-
cellular matrix and neuron, also increases the average strain 
across the neuron during macroscopic axial and transverse 
loading (Zarei et"al. 2017b). NMDA receptors also contain 
mechanosensitive domains that provide feedback to the neu-
ronal cytoskeleton (Wyszynski et"al. 1997; Lei et"al. 2001; 
Singh et"al. 2012), with the C-terminus of the NR2B domain 
binding to the actin cytoskeleton indirectly through %-actinin 
(Wyszynski et"al. 1997; Lei et"al. 2001). However, unlike 
integrin, there are no reports suggesting NR2B binds to the 
extracellular matrix, further suggesting direct deformation of 
the neuron membrane as the activating stimulus for calcium 
influx mediated by NMDA receptors, as opposed to integrin 
signaling (Singh et"al. 2012).

Since calcium signaling acts as a secondary messen-
ger in mechanisms of both injury (Chierzi et"al. 2005; 
Henderson et"al. 2005; Monnerie et"al. 2010) and repair 
(Li et"al. 2007; Hunt et"al. 2012), the increase in extra-
synaptic NMDA observed with loading (Fig."5) could be 
in response to increased intracellular calcium following 
injury (Zhou et"al. 2013). The TC-I15 dose used here 
was selected because it has been shown to e#ectively 
inhibit substance P expression in this same NCC model 
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after macroscopic stretch producing strains su'cient to 
induce pain (Zhang et"al. 2017b). It is possible that since 
substance P and extrasynaptic NMDA (Fig."5) are both 
attenuated by inhibiting this integrin the increased calcium 
influx due to the upregulation of extrasynaptic NMDA 
may be upstream of the transcriptional changes that cause 
substance P upregulation (Liu et"al. 1997) since receptor 
recruitment occurs on the order of hours after stimulation 
(Friedman et"al. 2000). Of note, increases in intracellu-
lar calcium not only mediate nerve injury (Laplaca and 
Prado 2010) and regeneration (Chierzi et"al. 2005), but 
also regulate pain mechanisms (Pezet et"al. 2008). Taking 
that together with the fact that increased calcium signaling 
has also been observed in peripheral neurons in response 
to painful formalin injections in the rat hindpaw (McRob-
erts et"al. 2001) and is increased in DRG neurons minutes 
after exposure to bacterial collagenase (Ita et"al. 2020), 
suggests the increase in extrasynaptic NMDA receptors 
could be a precursor to sustained hypersensitivity and pain 
(Recio-Pinto and Castillo 2010).

Understanding the magnitude of load experienced by neu-
rons embedded in the facet capsular ligament is a multiscale 
problem (Zarei et"al. 2017b). Macroscopic loading to the 
ligament surrogate translates to fiber-level loading and local 
mechanics dictate the loading to the a#erent neurons (Zarei 
et"al. 2017b; Middendorf et"al. 2021). As such, the micro-
structural organization and fiber-level mechanical properties 
of the ligament (or collagen matrix) are important in estimat-
ing the loads experienced by the neurons, and the extent to 
which integrin receptors translate fiber-level stresses to the 
neurons. For example, axonal strains have been shown to 
vary based on the heterogeneity of the collagen matrix with 
respect to its volume fraction and fiber orientation, whereby 
denser, aligned collagen networks increase the average 
axonal strain during axial loading (Yasodharababu and Nair 
2020; Middendorf et"al. 2021). The collagen organization 
in the ligamentous capsule of the spinal facet, for exam-
ple, has been shown to di#er across spinal levels and even 
within a single level, with a single capsular ligament exhib-
iting regions of randomly and preferentially oriented fibers 
(Quinn and Winkelstein 2011b; Ban et"al. 2017; Claeson 
and Barocas 2017). Such variation in local microstructural 
organization, coupled with the complex loading on these 
joints due to the three-dimensional and coupled loading 
in the spine (Yoganandan et"al. 1998; Duggal et"al. 2005), 
places variable and complicated local loading on the resident 
neurons (Zarei et"al. 2017a; Zhang et"al. 2018). Such com-
plex loading, together with the evidence of collagen fiber 
realignment and regional reorganization at loading condi-
tions su'ciently below those for tissue damage (Quinn et"al. 
2007, 2010a; Quinn and Winkelstein 2008) has implications 
for altered functional outcomes in the axons, particularly 
given their vulnerability to shear injury (Cullen and Placa 

2006) and the sensitivity of integrin subunits to shear load-
ing rather than tensile loading (Chen et"al. 1999).

Although failure mechanics were measured at the mac-
roscopic level, and NMDA receptor upregulation following 
loading was evaluated at the cellular level (Fig."4), changes 
in fiber kinematics were measured at the elemental level, 
as was strain (Fig."6). As such, the thresholds for cellular 
dysfunction that are determined (Fig."6, Table"1) are mac-
roscopic and do not capture the local neuronal strains or 
the mechanical environment detected by integrins (Zarei 
et"al. 2017b; Zhang et"al. 2017a, b). Nevertheless, such data 
provide relative context about the loading experienced by 
the a#erents, and these findings demonstrate that inhibiting 
integrin e#ects increases the neuron’s tolerance (i.e., pro-
tects the neuron) for dysfunction resulting from injurious 
macroscopic stretch (Fig."6, Table"1). Indeed, both com-
putational models and finer resolution imaging techniques 
that better estimate cellular-scale loading are important for 
establishing microscale mechanical thresholds that injure 
a#erents (Zhang et"al. 2017a; Zarei et"al. 2017b; Singh and 
Winkelstein 2021). The current findings highlight a#erent 
dysfunction as a function of tissue-scale stretch and support 
its being mediated by integrin signaling as collagen fibers 
reorganize in response to stretch. The fact that inhibiting 
integrins elevates strain thresholds for NR2B upregulation 
also supports relationships between fiber-scale kinematics 
and a#erent health and activity in innervated tissues similar 
to the facet capsular ligament.
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